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Abstract. In this paper we propose a benchmark dataset for crop/weed
discrimination, single plant phenotyping and other open computer vision
tasks in precision agriculture. The dataset comprises 60 images with anno-
tations and is available online (http://github.com/cwfid). All images were
acquired with the autonomous field robot Bonirob in an organic carrot
farm while the carrot plants were in early true leaf growth stage. Intra-
and inter-row weeds were present, weed and crop were approximately of
the same size and grew close together. For every dataset image we supply
a ground truth vegetation segmentation mask and manual annotation of
the plant type (crop vs. weed). We provide initial results for the phenotyp-
ing problem of crop/weed classification and propose evaluation methods
to allow comparison of different approaches. By opening this dataset to
the community we want to stimulate research in this area where the cur-
rent lack of public datasets is one of the barriers for progress.

Keywords: Computer vision · Phenotyping · Dataset · Precision agri-
culture · Classification · Bonirob field robot

1 Introduction

Automation in agriculture, intelligent farm management as well as robotic pre-
cision agriculture activities require detailed information about the environment,
the field, the condition and the phenotype of individual plants. An increase in
available data allows more automatic, precise, cost-effective and organic produc-
tion of crops and vegetables.

Camera sensors and computer vision with machine learning are promising
technologies to capture such information and further process it to be able to
realize autonomous farming. Combined with field robots such as Bonirob [18]
that navigate autonomously in fields [1,9] tasks that are still manual today
can be automated. For example, weed control in organic carrot farming is still
performed manually and necessary to avoid substantial loss of crop yield.
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(a) Sample image from dataset. (b) Field robot used for dataset acquisition.

Fig. 1. Sample image from dataset (a) that was acquired with the autonomous field
robot Bonirob (b)

In this paper we consider the use-case of processing top-down looking images
of row cultures (organic carrots) with machine vision to capture and extract
information that is useful for management and automation of such farming tasks.
The image data and annotations made available with this dataset enable the
development of solutions for phenotyping problems. Crop / weed discrimination,
crop counting, determination of inter-crop spacing or of crop / weed coverage
ratios are examples for phenotyping tasks that can be realized and evaluated
with this dataset.

From a computer vision perspective the data provided plays an important
role: On the one hand the image acquisition process in the agricultural domain
is difficult, as it requires complex hardware systems, access to farms and the
acquisition must be correctly timed and synchronized to the crop growth cycle
(only once a year for many cultures). On the other hand, agricultural experts are
needed to define suitable ground truth. That makes this domain different from
other problems in computer vision such as object detection in home or street
scenes where computer vision researchers can record both data and ground truth
more easily themselves. This public dataset allows phenotyping research without
the upfront burden of setting up robots, fields and experts.

The dataset comprises field images in top-down view that were acquired
with the autonomous field robot Bonirob in an organic carrot farm in 2013
(see Figure 1). All data acquisition was carried out during field tests within the
publicly funded project RemoteFarming.1 [3]. The images were captured while
the crop was in growth stages where one or more true leaves were present. Some
hours after data acquisition the farmer applied manual weed control on this
field. Here we consider organic carrots, however similar manual weed control
activities are also required for chicory, onions and other cultures. All images
are annotated and a ground truth vegetation segmentation mask is available
together with crop / weed annotations. Section 3 provides more details about
the data, metadata and acquisition conditions.
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A concrete example for a phenotyping task which is addressed with this
dataset is crop / weed discrimination, for which we provide initial results. A
machine vision pipeline is applied and a subset of the images is used together
with the ground truth annotations to train a classifier. This classification pipeline
is applied to the test images and predicts for each vegetation pixel whether it is
part of a crop or weed plant.

To allow comparison of different algorithms we propose evaluation metrics for
the vegetation segmentation, plant segmentation and crop / weed discrimination
phenotyping tasks.

In summary the contributions of this paper are:

– A dataset of 60 top-down field images of a common culture (organic carrots)
with the presence of intra-row and close-to-crop weeds.

– Each image is annotated with a vegetation segmentation mask and crop / weed
labels (162 crop plants, 332 weed plants in total).

– The formulation of machine vision and phenotyping problems together with
evaluation metrics for future comparison of different approaches.

– Initial results for the crop / weed phenotyping problem of these images.

2 Related Work

In many domains including machine vision, robotics and biology, open datasets
are established and play an important role in the scientific community. Pub-
lic datasets open challenging questions to a wider community and allow direct
comparison of different algorithms to the state of the art.

In computer vision there exist many datasets: For example for stereo pro-
cessing and optical flow, the Middlebury datasets [10,21] and the newer KITTI
benchmark [6] are widely used. For image retrieval and object classification larger
datasets have been created: For example LabelMe [20], ImageCLEF [16] and
the Pascal VOC challenges [5]. In machine learning datasets play an equally
important role and a large collection of datasets is available from UCI [2]. Also
in robotics, open and public datasets play a major role and for example allow
labs without specific robots to do research. KITTI is a dataset for vision based
autonomous driving [7], the RGB-D SLAM dataset [25] is a benchmark dataset
for simultaneous localization and mapping with depth based vision sensors. Many
more datasets exist in all of these domains.

For phenotyping and agricultural tasks however, the availability of datasets
is much more limited. In recent years some datasets in the leaf segmentation
and classification domain have been published. Söderkvist’s Swedish leaf dataset
[23] was one of the first available datasets and contains leaf images of Swedish
trees. The Flavia dataset by Wu et al. [26] is a newer popular dataset for leaf
classification tasks. Kumar et al. developed a Smartphone application for leaf
classification called Leafsnap [13] and published their dataset.

The goal of this paper is to provide a real-world field image dataset to the
phenotyping, agricultural vision and robotics community. This enables research
on perception for data acquisition or treatment in row cultures, such as carrots
in early growth stages.
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3 Dataset and Problem Description

Figure 2 displays example images from the dataset together with all annota-
tions. The following section describes the content of the dataset, the acquisition
parameters as well as the exact format of the image data and metadata.

(a) Field Image (b) Vegetation Mask (c) Crop/Weed Annotation

#1

#3

#4

Fig. 2. Sample images from the dataset (a) with ground truth vegetation masks and
crop / weed annotations. The annotation images (b) and (c) are supplied for every
image of the dataset. Best viewed in color.

3.1 Field Setup and Acquisition Method

The 60 image dataset was captured at a commercial organic carrot farm in
Northern Germany in 2013 just before manual weed control was applied. The
carrots were grown in single rows on small soil dams. The growth stage of the
crop was approximately BBCH 10 – 20 (see [15] for a description of the BBCH
plant growth stage scale) and a significant amount of close-to-crop and intra-row
weeds was present. Figure 3 describes how the images were selected from five
sections in the field. In the agricultural application context where a robot drives
along rows, the larger 20 image section at the start of the row is designated
as training data, the other sections (40 images) are designated as test set and
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approx. 12m

20 images 10 images 10 images 10 images 10 images

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of a row in the field with annotation of the sections where
the dataset images were captured. Near the beginning of the row a section with 20
images was defined; then at a distance of approx. 12m sections of 10 images each were
defined.

Table 1. Extent of the dataset

Parameter Value

Image count 60

Labeled plant count 494

Labeled crop plant count 162

Labeled weed plant count 332

were spread out across the row to better capture the variability in the field.
Subsequent images in the dataset do not overlap and display unique situations
to avoid redundant data. Table 1 summarizes the extent of the dataset.

The images were acquired with a camera mounted to the autonomous field
robot Bonirob which drove along the carrot row with a speed of ∼ 4.5 cm/s. A
JAI multi-spectral camera [11] that captures both visible and near-infrared light
was used and mounted on the robot. The camera was looking downwards and
the area under the robot was shaded and artificially lit to avoid changing lighting
conditions. Table 2 describes the camera setup and its configuration. The red
(R) and near-infrared (NIR) channels were selected because the spectral char-
acteristics of plants in these channels can be exploited for background removal
using vegetation indices [22].

3.2 Dataset and Annotation Format

In addition to the field images the dataset also contains annotations. First, a
vegetation mask is provided which masks soil pixels, see Figure 2b. Second, all
images were manually annotated by a human expert. The user was asked to mark
crop and weed plants / parts with polygons and to assign a type (crop or weed) to
each polygon. Note that some areas are not labeled, for example areas with heavy
overlap. Figure 2c shows the resulting ground truth crop / weed annotation image
when the polygon labels are combined with the vegetation mask. All vegetation
pixels that lie inside a polygon inherit the label from the polygon. The label at
each pixel is plotted in color code where red denotes weed and green denotes
crop. The dataset contains both the polygon information and the crop / weed
annotation images as given in Figure 2c. Table 3 summarizes the specific data
and file format of the field images and the annotations.
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Table 2. Description of camera system and acquisition parameters

Parameter Value

Camera model JAI AD-130GE [12]

Image resolution 1296 x 966 pixels

Lens Fujinon TF15-DA-8

Focal length 15 mm

F-number 4

Mean distance to ground (d) 450 mm

Ground resolution ∼ 8.95 pixels/mm

Field of view x (at distance d) ∼ 145 mm

Field of view y (at distance d) ∼ 108 mm

The vegetation masks were derived using the Normalized Differential Vegeta-
tion Index (NDVI) [22] that was calculated from the NIR and R image channel.
A threshold in NDVI space was selected using Otsu’s method [17] given the
training images. Then this threshold value was fixed and used to generate the
ground truth masks for all images of the dataset.

The crop / weed annotations are given as image (Figure 2c) and in a data
format that contains the list of polygons plus one label per polygon (crop / weed).
The polygon data is stored in YAML1 format, see Listing 1. Each YAML file
contains a filename field and an annotation field in which a list of points and
type entries is stored. The points field contains the x and y coordinates of the
polygon vertices. The type is either crop or weed and defines the plant type.

The crop / weed annotations are also given as polygons because this enables
single plant evaluations which are not possible if only an image (Figure 2c) is
given. In the annotation image plants of the same type that overlap are no longer
separable. Pixels that are covered by more than one polygon with different types
are defined as invalid and the plant type is set to unknown.

3.3 How to Get the Dataset

The Crop / Weed Field Image Dataset (CWFID) is available online and can be
downloaded from http://github.com/cwfid.

4 Problems and Evaluation Metrics

Field images acquired using a top-down camera system can deliver a lot of infor-
mation. Nevertheless, their natural setting with different plants growing close
together in an unordered scene poses many challenges.
1 YAML is a data serialization standard which aims to be easy to read for humans.

Parsers are available for many programming languages. See yaml.org.

http://github.com/cwfid
yaml.org
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Table 3. Description of dataset and annotation format

Data Description

Field image (Figure 2a)

Filename 000 image.png

Format PNG (3 channel), 8 bit

Channels 1 �→ Red

2 �→ Near-Infrared

3 �→ Red

Vegetation mask (Figure 2b)

Filename 000 mask.png

Format PNG (monochrome), 1 bit

Mapping Biomass �→ 0

Background �→ 1

Crop /weed annotation image (Figure 2c)

Filename 000 annotation.png

Format PNG (3 channel), 8 bit

Channels 1 → 255 if weed at pixel, 0 otherwise

2 → 255 if crop at pixel, 0 otherwise

3 → always 0

Crop /weed annotation data (Listing 1)

Filename 000 annotation.yaml

Format YAML with list of polygon vertices and labels

From a computer vision point of view, these images can be segmented into
background and foreground or on a higher level into different objects (for exam-
ple rows, plants etc.). Furthermore, classification challenges arise including the
classification of individual pixels, connected areas or segmented objects. Addi-
tionally, many advanced computer vision techniques such as tracking, optical
flow etc. can be used to extract information. Some of these tasks overlap with
goals of a phenotyping and agricultural image processing point of view.

In the following we are focusing on these more plant specific tasks and for-
mulate four relevant problems:

1. Vegetation Segmentation: A binary mask is desired that masks all back-
ground soil and residue pixels [14]. Applying this mask results in a vegetation
image where only pixels displaying vegetation are non-zero.

2. Plant Segmentation: Individual plants should be segmented in the image.
This is challenging because plants in the field are growing close together and
overlap between plants occurs.

3. Plant Classification: Plants or leaves can be classified. Here the use-case
of crop / weed discrimination is considered, which results in a two class clas-
sification problem. This can be extended to individual species classification.
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Listing 1. Definition of the YAML annotations file

f i l ename : 0 0 0 i m a g e . png
annotat ion :
− type : weed

po in t s :
x: [ 8 1 0 . 0 , 8 4 1 . 0 , 8 4 6 . 0 , 9 2 6 . 0 , 9 5 6 . 0 , 1 0 5 4 . 0 ]
y: [ 2 2 5 . 0 , 2 3 4 . 0 , 2 6 6 . 0 , 3 3 8 . 0 , 4 0 8 . 0 , 4 2 2 . 0 ]

− type : c r o p
po in t s :

x: [ 1 0 7 0 . 0 , 1 0 5 5 . 0 , 9 8 0 . 0 , 8 5 0 . 0 , 8 4 4 . 0 ]
y: [ 6 2 6 . 0 , 7 2 2 . 0 , 7 3 9 . 0 , 6 5 8 . 0 , 7 3 0 . 0 ]

4. Individual Plant Phenotyping: From the images also information about
the phenotype of individual plants can be obtained [19]: This includes the
growth stage, plant stem position, biomass amount, leaf count, leaf area
and others. Furthermore, crop / weed coverage ratio, inter crop spacing, crop
plant count and other derived measurements are of interest to farmers.

For problems 1 - 3, we define evaluation metrics that enable comparison of
different approaches when using this dataset. The individual plant phenotyp-
ing problems crop plant count and crop / weed coverage ratio can be directly
compared to values calculated from ground truth. A definition of metrics for
the other phenotyping problems is considered future work and probably requires
more annotations.

1. For comparison of different vegetation masks we propose to use the Jaccard
index as segmentation accuracy measure (as done in the Pascal VOC chal-
lenges [5]), which is defined as intersection over union. This can be expressed
in terms of correctly assigned pixels (true positives) and incorrectly assigned
pixels (false positives and false negatives):

seg. accuracy =
true pos.

true pos. + false pos. + false neg.
(1)

A final score is achieved by averaging the segmentation accuracy over all test
images.

2. To evaluate plant segmentation results also the Jaccard index is applied, see
Equation (1). The predicted segmentation of a plant (consisting of a set of pix-
els) is compared with the set of vegetation pixels of the plant in the ground
truth annotation. The ground truth vegetation pixels for a single plant are
derived by selecting only pixels from the vegetation mask that lie inside the
ground truth polygon of the plant. To get a final score the Jaccard index is
calculated per plant and then averaged over all plants in the test set.

3. For crop / weed or plant classification, we assume that the classification sys-
tem returns a full image with per-pixel predictions. Then we propose to
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compare the predictions and ground truth pixel-wise and to calculate the
following metrics per image: Average accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score
[24]. For final results, we propose averaging over the test images. If the pre-
diction also outputs scores and not only binary votes a Receiver Operator
(ROC) curve should be plotted.

For tasks that require separate training and test data we propose two splits.
First, from an agricultural point of view, we propose a sequential split. Images
#1 – 20 located at the beginning of the row are used for training and images
#21 – 60 for testing (see Figure 3). This is derived from the real world use-
case where system set-up is done at the beginning of the field or row and then
performance is expected to be stable during operation.

Second, from a computer vision point of view, we propose a random 66 % train
and 33 % test split. Fixed indices for one such split are given in that dataset file
train test split.yaml.

5 Initial Results on Crop /Weed Discrimination

Crop / weed discrimination is an important step towards assessment of crop prop-
erties and single plant weed control. Once the type and location of for example
crop plants is known, further phenotype measurements can be derived.

Here we provide initial results on the crop / weed discrimination problem
on this dataset using the machine vision approach from Haug et al. [8]. In the
following, the proposed agricultural test train split is chosen. The 20 training
images and vegetation masks are used during the training process, which involves
feature extraction using a sliding window approach. For each window position
center the corresponding ground truth label is extracted from the ground truth
crop / weed annotation. Using the training data (feature vectors) with labels, a
Random Forest [4] classifier is trained and applied to the test images of this
dataset (images #21 – 60). The predictions of the Random Forest classifier are
post-processed and the output of the plant classification system is a predicted
crop / weed image similar to the ground truth image.

Figure 4 displays the crop / weed predictions next to a ground truth image
from the dataset. In both the ground truth image and the predicted image each
vegetation pixel is plotted in color code, where red denotes weed and green
denotes crop. A border of 40 pixels is masked and was ignored during evaluation,
as this approach does not predict the plant type at the edges of the image.

To quantitatively analyze the performance of this approach to crop / weed
discrimination, pixel-wise comparison of ground truth image and prediction is
applied. Table 4 summarizes the proposed per-pixel metrics averaged over all
test images.
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(a) Image (b) Ground truth (c) Prediction

#27

#35

Fig. 4. Image, ground truth and crop /weed prediction for two test images. Red color
denotes weed and green color denotes crop. Best viewed in color.

Table 4. Results of crop / weed classification when comparing per-pixel predictions of
test images with the ground truth

Metric Result

Average Accuracy 85.9 %

Precision 79.6 %

Recall 80.8 %

F1-score 80.2 %

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes a crop / weed field image dataset for phenotyping and
machine vision problems in agriculture. Field images of carrots were acquired on
a commercial organic farm in early crop growth stage, where close-to-crop and
intra-row weeds were present. Such images pose both phenotyping and machine
vision related questions that – if solved – allow the automation of manual and
cost intense tasks including for example weed control.

The data is fully annotated by experts. Initial results on crop / weed discrim-
ination report an average accuracy and F1-score of 85.9 % and 80.2 % respec-
tively. This indicates that automation of such tasks is probably feasible, however
difficult and needs more research.
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Finally, we propose evaluation metrics for segmentation and classification
tasks to encourage other groups to use this dataset and compare results. We
hope that this increases progress in this domain where data acquisition requires
extensive setups, experts with agricultural knowledge are needed to generate
ground truth and availability of public datasets is very limited.

In the future, this dataset can be enlarged with more images from another
field or growth season and additional ground truth can be defined for the indi-
vidual plant phenotyping problems.
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